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Current Revision Summary (if applicable):
The following change(s) are effective:
All changes are highlighted.

Specific Changes:

.0402 Procedure
Page 3 “If an offender was placed in restrictive housing due to an assault on staff resulting in physical injury, the upon release from Restrictive Housing for Control Purposes, the offender will be placed in the Rehabilitative Diversion Unit (RDU) Program.”

Page 4 (g) removed language “offenders removed from therapeutic control (RHCP) status as a result of an acceptable program performance will be placed in the mental health outpatient population for housing.”

.0404 Approving Authority
Page 4 (b) removed language “All initial assignments to Therapeutic Control must be approved by the Section Chief for Mental Health Services or their designee. On subsequent reviews, the final decision is made by the Therapeutic Control Committee. The approving authority for cases being reviewed that are assigned to therapeutic control (RHCP) is the Region Director, Assistant Director for Auxiliary Services, Manager of Classification or their designees. The results of each request will be forwarded to the
approving authority for final action through the automated control action (FS11) record process.
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